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Meteor S erge, 35 inches wid e,
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Rev. D A Braswell, of Forest

when you can buy $1.25 and
$1.50 gloves for 75Cr
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The grease did mn off of Mr. Ed.
Fisher's hogs, but he poured oil on
them.
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black, and there never
was such a demand for

BLACK i DRESS --GOODS
to the exclusion of all col-
ored fabrics. Nothing

. adds more to the beauty
and dignity of a woman7
appearance than a fine
black gown, which is alike
economical and ultra fash-
ionable. We have just
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fined with typhoid pneumonia.
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bo just eight day3 before Thinks
giving. The town is to be robbed

gain. That's where it" Hur tsT: "

Already one of the new houses to
be built by Mr, P B FetsW, on Mill
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street is a coming part of town. :
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